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Following immense growth and maturity of the field in the past decade, native mass spectrometry has

garnered widespread adoption for the structural characterization of macromolecular complexes. Routine

analysis of biotherapeutics by this technique has become commonplace to assist in the development

and quality control of immunoglobulin antibodies. Concurrently, 193 nm ultraviolet photodissociation

(UVPD) has been developed as a structurally sensitive ion activation technique capable of interrogating

protein conformational changes. Here, UVPD was applied to probe the paratopes of nanobodies, a class

of single-domain antibodies with an expansive set of applications spanning affinity reagents, molecular

imaging, and biotherapeutics. Comparing UVPD sequence fragments for the free nanobodies versus

nanobody$antigen complexes empowered assignment of nanobody paratopes and intermolecular salt-

bridges, elevating the capabilities of UVPD as a new strategy for characterization of nanobodies.
Antibodies must possess high specicity toward target antigens
to enable recognition and activation of an immune response.
Because of this specicity, antibodies or antibody fragments are
being increasingly explored for deployment in diagnostic
assays, vaccine design and other therapeutic applications.1 As
such, unravelling the collection of noncovalent interactions and
structural features that endow antibodies with specicity is
a primary goal in biomedical research and critical for develop-
ment of new biotherapeutics.2 Methods to decipher antibody–
antigen interactions have advanced signicantly in recent years,
and well-established methods including X-ray crystallography,
mutagenesis techniques, cryo-EM, and hydrogen–deuterium
exchange mass spectrometry remain the most versatile
methods.2–5 Another new strategy, native mass spectrometry
(MS) has emerged as a powerful tool for structural biology,
including analysis of macromolecular complexes and anti-
bodies.6–10 In this technique, rapid but gentle ionization and
transfer of protein complexes into the gas-phase via electro-
spray ionization (ESI) of aqueous solutions of near-
physiological ionic strength preserves noncovalent interac-
tions, allowing elucidation of ligand binding and stoichiometry
of complexes.6–9 Coupled to advanced methodologies including
ion mobility (IMS) or tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS),
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native MS has proven an innovative strategy for interrogating
protein structure, revealing topology, distinguishing confor-
mations, identifying ligand binding sites, and determining
folding thermodynamics.6–9,11,12 As one example of a premier
application in biotherapeutic development, native MS has been
utilized to rapidly measure stoichiometry, heterogeneity, and
stability of antibody$antigen complexes.10,13–17

Detailed structural analyses by native MS oen rely on
controlled dissociation or disassembly of protein complexes via
ion activation in MS/MS workows.7,8,18–21 Collision-based
dissociation methods comprise the most ubiquitous ion acti-
vation techniques and are capable of dismantling protein
assemblies into subunits, detaching ligands, and facilitating
determination of stoichiometries.7,8,18 However, the slow-
heating process of collision induced dissociation (CID) causes
protein unfolding and less effective fragmentation of the
peptide backbone, limiting characterization of native protein
complexes.7,8,18 Signicantly more structural information can be
acquired by employing alternative ion activation tech-
niques.7,8,18 For example, surface induced dissociation (SID) is
a collision-based method that promotes disassembly of protein
complexes into subunits through a single high energy collision
that minimizes protein unfolding and enables robust charac-
terization of native protein assemblies.20,21 SID has proven
especially versatile for the analysis of quaternary structure, as
protein complexes disassemble to produce subcomplexes and
subunits that reect the native architecture.20,21 Most impres-
sive, the outcome of SID correlates with the magnitude of
protein interfacial area (cleavage of the weakest protein:protein
interfaces) and has been integrated into computational
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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modelling workows to enhance the accuracy of protein
assembly predictions, emphasizing the value of native MS/MS
for structural interrogation.22–24 Alternatively, electron-based
dissociation methods result in cleavage of the protein back-
bone to produce sequence fragments that are enhanced at
surface exposed or exible protein regions, informing topology
(through the preservation of noncovalent interactions that
prevent separation of reaction products) and degree of protein
disorder.7,8,19,25

Also a method sensitive to protein structure, ultraviolet
photodissociation (UVPD) is a photon-based ion activation
method that has demonstrated exceptional use for structural
biology. In particular, propensities of polypeptide backbone
cleavages induced by 193 nm UVPD correlate with backbone
exibility and arrangement of non-covalent interactions, an
outcome related to the likelihood of separation (and detection)
of nascent product ions aer a backbone cleavage event.
Product ions enmeshed by stabilizing non-covalent interactions
are less likely to separate (i.e. UVPnoD), causing an apparent
suppression of backbone fragmentation. This correlation
empowers characterization of conformational changes induced
by point mutations, ligand binding, and protein complexation
by UVPD.26–33 Additionally, the high sequence coverage and
rapid timescale of photodissociation enable detailed analyses of
protein gas-phase structure, even informing proton sequestra-
tion with single residue resolution.34 As native MS and UVPD
increasingly gain broader utility for new protein applications,
development and establishment of strategies to routinely study
protein structure become imperative to cement these method-
ologies as cornerstones in the elds of structural biology and
biotechnology that encompass development of new therapeu-
tics, imaging agents, diagnostics and drug delivery agents.

One fascinating new class of biotherapeutics are nano-
bodies, single domain antibodies derived from the variable
domain of functional heavy chain antibodies found in camelids
and certain shark species.35,36 In contrast to conventional �150
kDa heterotetrameric immunoglobulin (IgG) antibodies, nano-
bodies feature a single peptide chain and overall reduced size of
�15 kDa. Nanobodies offer high stability, solubility, affinity,
and specicity, features that have propelled these single
domain antibodies as a valuable alternative biotechnology.37–42

Concurrently, these same features facilitate native MS analysis,
for which decreased size, increased solubility and antigen
affinity are favorable for rapid and routine analysis of nanobody
complexes, circumventing analytical challenges and tedious
sample preparations, such as proteolysis and deglycosylation
steps,14,17,43 oen required for native MS of typical IgG$antigen
complexes. One recent native MS study mapped the location of
the epitope of inuenza A hemagglutinin (HA1) bound to an
antibody based on a decrease in backbone cleavages of HA1
when bound in the Ab$2HA1 complex relative to the free HA1
antigen during UVPD-MS analysis.31 This innovative approach
motivated our interest in exploring an intriguing inverse
strategy to map paratopes of nanobodies. In the present work,
native MS and 193 nm UVPD are showcased as a valuable
combination for determination of intersubunit salt-bridges and
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
nanobody$antigen interfaces, ultimately localizing nanobody
paratopes.

Three nanobodies44–46 with distinct proteinaceous antigens
of green uorescent protein (GFP), ribonuclease A (RNAseA),
and porcine pancreatic amylase (PPA), referred to here as Gnb,44

Rnb,45 and Anb,46 respectively, were targeted to evaluate native
MS and UVPD for characterization of nanobody$antigen
complexes. Each of these nanobodies interact with the antigen
via differing contributions of the complementarity-determining
regions (CDR) 1–3 and framework residues to the protein
interface, which vary in surface area from 554 �A2 to 683 �A2 to
1062 �A2 for Rnb, Gnb, and Anb, respectively. These three pairs
of nanobodies and respective antigens were rst ionized indi-
vidually using native conditions (Fig. S1†), and as nano-
body$antigen complexes (Fig. 1). In each case, native MS
produced the expected 1 : 1 complex in the full mass spectrum
(MS1), in accordance with known crystal structures, in a range
of charge states. A single charge state of the antigen-bound
(bound state) nanobody was isolated and subjected to 193 nm
UVPD (Fig. 1B, D and F), resulting in disassembly to release the
free nanobody and antigen as well as sequence fragments from
backbone cleavage of each protein, the latter of which will be
the focus of UVPD analysis. UVPD mass spectra of each free
nanobody are shown in Fig. S2.† The corresponding backbone
cleavage maps for the free nanobodies and corresponding
nanobody$antigen complexes are shown in Fig. S3.†

Backbone cleavages induced by UVPD have been shown to be
favored at protein regions with higher exibility, typically ones
less stabilized by networks of non-covalent interactions which
might prevent separation and release of fragment ions.26–31,47

Accordingly, comparing abundances of fragment ions produced
by free and bound nanobodies should reveal regions in which
backbone fragmentation is suppressed or enhanced, thus
uncovering those residues involved in stabilizing interactions
with the antigen and effectively localizing the paratope. Ten
types of fragment ions (a, a + 1, b, x, x + 1, y, y � 1, y � 2, and z,
where +1, �1, and +2 indicate the gain or loss of hydrogen
atoms) commonly generated by UVPD were monitored across
the three nanobodies in both the free and bound states. Among
the collection of ions detected, a- and x-type ions are the most
prevalent and dominant for the nanobodies and complexes,
thus providing the greatest sequence coverage. Those fragment
ions displaying statistically signicant differences in abun-
dances (p < 0.05, n ¼ 5) upon complexation of the nanobody to
the antigen are shown in Fig. S4–S6† and mapped onto the
backbone position cleaved to generate the fragment ions. The
high diversity of fragment types characteristic of UVPD origi-
nates from competing pathways: direct dissociation from
excited electronic states yields a/a + 1/x/x + 1 ions, and internal
conversion to the ground state following intramolecular vibra-
tional energy redistribution (IVR) produces b/y fragments.32,33

IVR processes may preferentially sever weak non-covalent
interactions, whereas direct dissociation from excited states
occurs on a faster time-scale minimizing disruption of non-
covalent interactions.32,33 Consequently, the latter dissociation
pathways and respective products, a/a + 1/x/x + 1 ions, are best
suited to evaluate antigen-induced changes in nanobody
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 6610–6618 | 6611



Fig. 1 Native MS and UVPD of nanobody$antigen complexes. (A) MS1 of Gnb$GFP complex and (B) UVPD of the 13+ charge state. (C) MS1 of
Rnb$RNAseA complex and (D) UVPD of the 11+ charge state. (E) MS1 of Anb$PPA complex and (F) UVPD of the 15+ charge state. Insets display
expanded views of m/z regions populated by sequence fragments of low relative abundance. For UVPD, 1 laser pulse at 3 mJ was applied.
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topology. Variations in abundances of these four fragment types
tended to be greater at the interface and CDRs, and inspection
of the color-coded maps in Fig. S4–S6† reveals that in most
cases the abundances of these a/x-type ions decreased for the
nanobody$antigen complexes relative to the free nanobodies,
signifying suppression of backbone fragmentation.

To underscore the impact of antigen binding on UVPD,
signicant changes in backbone fragmentation (DUVPD) based
on differences in summed abundances of a/a + 1/x/x + 1 frag-
ments for each free nanobody versus nanobody$antigen
complex are shown in Fig. 2, along with color maps highlighting
residues at the CDRs and protein interfaces. Generally,
apparent suppression of backbone fragmentation (e.g., less
efficient separation of nascent fragment ions owing to stabi-
lizing non-covalent interactions) is the greatest at or adjacent to
the interface residues, an outcome which is especially notable
and consistent for patches of residues near CDR3 in Gnb
6612 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 6610–6618
(Fig. 2A), near CDR1 and CDR3 in Rnb (Fig. 2B), and near CDR2
and CDR3 in Anb (Fig. 2C). These patterns in suppression of
backbone fragmentation upon antigen binding correlate with
structural features of the respective crystal structures: main
antigen contacts in Gnb are predominantly present on CDR3;44

only CDR1 and CDR3 participate in antigen binding for Rnb;45

CDR2 and CDR3 primarily mediate antigen binding for Anb.46

Although nanobodies characteristically feature a disulde bond
spanning C23 to a paired cysteine directly N-terminal to the
CDR3, cleavage of the disulde bond via UVPD was sufficient to
unlock the nanobody and allow release of sequence ions from
other concomitant backbone cleavages within this region,
including CDR1 and CDR2. Moreover, any statistically signi-
cant enhancement of backbone cleavages induced by antigen
binding was sparse and remote from interaction sites. These
infrequent increases in UVPD fragmentation for nano-
body$antigen complexes relative to the free nanobody possibly
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 Suppression and enhancement of backbone cleavage sites based on abundances of UVPD fragment ions induced for each nanobody by
antigen binding for (A) Gnb, (B) Rnb, and (C) Anb. DUVPD heat plots display significant differences (p < 0.05, n¼ 5) for the abundances of a- and x-
type fragment ions between the free and bound nanobody. Blue and red indicate suppression and enhancement of fragment abundances,
respectively, for the nanobody upon complexation. Positions that display no significant change are shown in grey, while white indicates small
significant changes. Color maps highlighting interface residues and CDRs are also included for each nanobody. DUVPD values correspond to the
fragment abundance per residue for the bound state minus the fragment abundance per residue for the free state. All product ions had a signal-
to-noise ratio > 3.
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indicate disruption of non-covalent interactions and increased
exibility in those limited regions of the nanobody. However,
this sporadic enhancement of backbone cleavages upon antigen
binding occurs in stark contrast to more prevalent suppression
of backbone cleavages spanning larger swaths of neighboring
residues in the nanobody$antigen complexes. Overall, the
observed suppression of fragmentation at the protein$protein
interface serves as a strong basis for the development of native
MS-UVPD strategies to discern nanobody paratopes.

Contrary to classical IgGs where paratopes are primarily
localized to CDRs,48 nanobody paratopes feature greater diver-
sity in terms of residue identity and position, and also include
the involvement of framework residues as well as the potential
absence of interactions from certain CDRs, obfuscating
assignment of paratopes.48 By leveraging the trends in the
reduction of fragmentation observed in Fig. 2 for the three
nanobody$antigen complexes relative to the free nanobodies,
a strategy for the approximation of surface patches contributing
to the paratope was developed. Because the most structurally
signicant changes of fragmentation related to antigen binding
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
are demarcated by apparent suppression of backbone cleavages
for stretches of neighboring residues, the UVPD data was
analyzed by averaging abundances of fragment ions originating
from backbone cleavages across every ve residues (non-
overlapping box-car average) prior to comparing fragment
abundances for the free and bound states usingWelch's t-test (n
¼ 5). A stringent signicance cutoff of p < 0.001 was subse-
quently applied to limit false assignments of protein sections
involved at the interface. Protein sections (5 residues long)
displaying signicant suppression of backbone cleavages (i.e.
reduction in abundances of fragment ions originating from
backbone cleavages in each 5 residue segment) according to
this method are plotted onto the crystal structures in Fig. 3.
Impressively, only protein sections adjacent to the protein$-
protein interfaces displayed signicant suppression for Gnb
and Anb. Similarly, Rnb mostly featured suppression adjacent
to the interface, while only two sections remote from the
interface (spanning residues 15–24 and 45–49) were also sup-
pressed. Furthermore, a signicant enhancement of fragmen-
tation was only observed for Rnb near the N-terminus and C-
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 6610–6618 | 6613



Fig. 3 The a and x fragment ion abundances originating from backbone cleavages were averaged across every 5 residues for the free and bound
forms of each nanobody. Sections displaying significant UVPD suppression upon complexation (p < 0.001, n ¼ 5) were mapped onto the crystal
structure as green spheres for (A) Gnb, (B) Rnb, and (C) Anb. Residue positions displaying significant suppression of backbone cleavages, interface
residues, and CDR regions are shown for each nanobody as color maps. For comparative purposes, the CDR regions of each nanobody are
demarcated on the crystal structures in Fig. S8.†
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terminus (Fig. S7†), remote from the paratope. This Rnb
complex featured the smallest interfacial area, which may lead
to instability, compaction, or distortion during ion trans-
mission, resulting in the unexpected suppression and
enhancement at these regions. Regardless, UVPD suppression
was predominant at the interfaces of each of the three nano-
body complexes, presenting a new strategy for the approxima-
tion of nanobody residue patches that contribute to the
paratope.

Tracking charge states of specically a- and x-type ions
produced by 193 nm UVPD also informs proton sequestration
along the protein sequence,34 a feature that is capitalized on
here to identify the formation of inter-subunit salt-bridges. In
this strategy, charge states for each detected a- or x-type ion are
weighted based on intensity and plotted for each backbone
cleavage position of the nanobody. For example, if both a4

2+ and
a4

3+ have equal intensities, the weighted average charge state at
backbone cleavage position 4 (between residues 4 and 5) would
be 2.5. Because electrostatic interactions, such as salt-bridges,
are highly stable in the gas-phase,49,50 applying this method to
monitor changes in proton sequestration across free and bound
states promises to reveal the locations of inter-subunit salt
bridges introduced by complexation, if charge partitioning
during subunit ejection is due to heterolytic scission of salt-
bridges as previously proposed.26,51,52 Indeed, this is demon-
strated in the analysis of the Rnb$RNAseA complex, for which
one inter-chain salt bridge has been identied by X-ray crys-
tallography between nanobody R107 and antigen E111. Charge
site analysis of the a-ion series for free Rnb (6+ charge state)
(Fig. 4A) displays discrete step-changes in charge states at
residues R39, between residues 43–47 (suggesting protonation
at R45), R68, Q111, and H128, indicating localized protons at
6614 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 6610–6618
these sites. Although coverage of the x-ion series is sparser, it
nonetheless corroborates proton localization at Q111 as well as
near the N-terminus in the span of residues Q2–L5. Protonation
of side-chains is not unexpected for basic amino acids like R
and K, but protonation of backbone heteroatoms is also
possible for non-basic residues like Q at either the amide
oxygen or the amide nitrogen of the peptide bond.53,54 The step
analysis reported here localizes all 6 protons of the 6+ charge
state of free Rnb.

Charge site analysis of Rnb in the Rnb$RNAseA complex was
not as comprehensive, but nonetheless many charge sites were
elucidated (Fig. 4B). Specically, R29, R46, and R68 remained
protonated, while a shi occurred from protonation at Q111 in
free RNAseA to protonation of the span of residues 108–106 in
the Rnb$RNAseA complex, indicating proton sequestration at
R107, a residue engaged in a salt-bridge with the antigen in
solution. Charge migration observed upon antigen binding
based on this charge-site analysis thus evinces formation of salt-
bridges between binding partners. Similarly for Gnb$GFP,
charge site analysis enabled localization of multiple charges in
both the free and bound states (Fig. S9†) including protonation
at R36 on Gnb, which is involved in electrostatic interactions
with E142 on the GFP antigen. Additionally, a charge was
located at R58 for bound Gnb that is absent for free Gnb.
Although slightly higher than canonical distance cutoff of 4 �A
for salt bridges, Gnb R58 is within 4.5–5.5 �A of the E172 and
D173 side-chains of GFP according to the crystal structure. Salt-
bridge formation spanning this distance may be possible in the
gas-phase, according to charge site analysis derived from the
UVPD data. The companion residues, E45 and E104, of the
nanobody are also engaged in putative interchain salt-bridges
when bound to GFP based on the X-ray structure, however,
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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localization of deprotonation sites of acidic residues is not
possible in the positive ion mode.

For Anb, coverage of a- and x-type fragments from the
Anb$PPA complex was less comprehensive and precluded
detailed charge site analyses (Fig. S10†). Regardless, data for
Gnb and Rnb demonstrate that basic residues engaged in inter-
subunit salt-bridges maintain a proton upon disassembly of the
nanobody$antigen complexes, highlighting an exceptional use
of MS/MS to localize gas-phase salt-bridges between protein
subunits. However, it is also noted that these changes in
protonation sites may be caused by reasons other than those
postulated here. Specically, it is possible that protonmigration
is caused by vibrational redistribution of deposited energy from
photoabsorption, leading to proton mobilization,53,54 and is not
due to heterolytic scission of salt bridges. These results are
nonetheless intriguing and may guide future interpretations of
charge partitioning during UVPD of protein complexes.

Following incredible advances in native MS, routine and
rapid analysis of biotherapeutics for quality control and drug
development has become commonplace.13–17 At the same time,
UVPD has been propelled over the past decade as a premier ion
activation method capable of uncovering structural features of
proteins that are not revealed by other MS/MS methods.47 As
shown in this study, we extended the combination of native MS
and UVPD to characterize nanobody$antigen complexes,
Fig. 4 Weighted average charge of a-type and x-type fragment ions
attributed to Rnb produced by UVPD of (A) free Rnb (6+ charge state)
and (B) Rnb$RNAseA (11+ charge state), delineated based on the
backbone cleavage site along the sequence of the nanobody.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
particularly aiming to showcase UVPD for mapping the binding
interface. The pattern of fragment ions generated by UVPD for
nanobody complexes resulted in the discernment of inter-chain
salt-bridges. Additionally, tracking trends in suppression of
fragmentation enabled the localization of nanobody paratopes
using only micromolar quantities of nanobodies and circum-
venting some of the limitations of traditional structural biology
methods such as NMR and X-ray crystallography. We anticipate
that further improvements in data analysis/informatics
methods will further extend the level of structural detail
gleaned from the very dense UVPD mass spectra generated for
large macromolecular assemblies akin to nanobody$antigen
complexes.

Experimental
Reagents

Ammonium acetate, porcine pancreatic amylase, and bovine
pancreas ribonuclease A were acquired from Sigma-Aldrich (St.
Louis, MO). Ammonium acetate solutions were prepared in
HPLC grade water (Millipore, Burlington, MA).

Expression and purication of recombinant proteins

Nanobodies cloned with a C-terminal 6XHis tag and expressed
and puried from E. coli strain SHuffle T7 express. C-Terminal
6XHis GFP was expressed and puried from BL21DE3.
Following immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC)
purication, samples were dialyzed against dialysis buffer
(50 mM phosphate, 150 mM NaCl). Puried nanobodies were
stored at 4 �C before use. For simplicity, nanobody naming used
here is as follows: GFP-nanobody44 ¼ Gnb, cAb-RN05 (ref. 45) ¼
Rnb, and AMD9 (ref. 46) ¼ Anb.

Mass spectrometry

All spectra were collected on a Thermo Scientic Q Exactive
UHMR mass spectrometer (Bremen, Germany) modied with
a Coherent Excistar excimer laser (Santa Cruz, CA) for 193 nm
UVPD as previously described.55 All nanobody, antigen, and
nanobody$antigen samples were desalted and buffer exchanged
into 100 mM ammonium acetate using 10 kDa molecular
weight cutoff lters (MilliporeSigma, Burlington, MA) and
diluted to a 30 mM working concentration prior to MS analysis.
Samples were loaded onto gold/palladium coated borosilicate
emitters (prepared in house) for positive mode nano-ESI using
a source voltage of 1.0–1.3 kV and source temperature of 200 �C.
MS1 spectra were collected by averaging 25 microscans at 200 K
resolution at m/z 200, except for the MS1 of free PPA and
Anb$PPA for which 3 K resolution was utilized, as the high mass
(>50 kDa) inhibited isotopic resolution and deteriorated mass
analyses at high resolution. UVPD mass spectra were acquired
by quadrupole isolation of the selected precursor ion, prior to
transfer to the HCD cell where the ion cloud was irradiated by
a single laser pulse set to 3 mJ, then subsequent mass analysis
of resulting fragment ions in the Orbitrap analyzer. All UVPD
mass spectra were collected at 200 K resolution at m/z 200 by
averaging 500microscans. The ion population was controlled by
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 6610–6618 | 6615
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modulating the injection time (IT) between 50 and 100 ms for
MS1 spectra and 500–800 ms for UVPD mass spectra.
Data analysis

Low resolution free PPA and Anb$PPA MS1 spectra were
analyzed with the aid of UniDec, an algorithm that allows
deconvolution of lower resolution spectra lacking isotopic
detail commonly acquired for higher mass ions.56 All other MS1
and all UVPD spectra were deconvoluted using Xtract algorithm
with a signal-to-noise ratio threshold of 3, t factor of 44%,
remainder of 25%, and max charge set to the precursor charge
state. UVPD spectra were searched for a, a + 1, b, c, x, x + 1, y, y�
1, y � 2, and z fragment ions with the aid of Prosight Lite57 and
UVPOSIT.58 Charge site analysis was performed as previously
described34 and used to calculate weighted average charge states
per backbone cleavage position. Fragment matches and abun-
dances determined by UVPOSIT were further analyzed using
custom R scripts with the aid of the dplyr package. Abundances
of fragment ions originating from backbone cleavages for each
residue at position n for protein of length L correspond to the
sum ion current of the an, bn, cn, xL�n+1, yL�n+1, and zL�n+1

fragments divided by the total ion current of the MS/MS spec-
trum. Statistical comparisons between UVPD fragment abun-
dances of free and bound states per residue or per section (5
residue stretches) of each nanobody were performed using
Welch's t-test, based on 5 replicate UVPD analyses of the free
nanobody and 5 replicate UVPD analyses of the bound nano-
body. Interface residues, interface surface areas, and salt-
bridges were determined from crystal structures PDB 3OGO,
PDB 1KXQ, and PDB 1BZQ using PDBePISA online tool.59
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